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Equations are derived which describe the dynamics of stimulated emission of Raman radiation in an 
optical resonator excited by an external monochromatic ray. Solutions are obtained which correspond 
to stationary field oscillations, and their stability is investigated. It is found that in these conditions 
the phenomenon under consideration possesses some characteristic singularities. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE phenomenon of stimulated Raman emission (SRE) 
depends in an essential way on the conditions under 
which it occurs Y 1 In particular, one of the types of 
this kind of emission is stimulated Raman scattering 
(SRS). This scattering arises when a sufficiently in
tense light ray is incident on the substance under in
vestigation situated outside some optical resonator. 
The peculiarity of SRS is that it has radiative point 
sources (independent molecules-dipoles of the first 
Stokes frequency) that steadily emit non- interfering 
spherical waves. Stimulated effects appear in relation 
to the radiated spherical waves and lead, in particular, 
to their spatial amplification in the medium. In essence, 
the Stokes radiation obtained in this way has the prop
erties of light scattered by individual molecules with
out interference. 

Another picture of the phenomenon will be observed 
if the substance is placed inside an optical resonator 
with highly reflecting mirrors. Because of the ampli
fying properties of the medium (at the Stokes frequency) 
self-excitation of the system can take place, resulting 
in laser action at the Stokes frequency. The stationary 
regime of such generation will obviously be determined 
by the nonlinear interaction of the fields of the exciting 
light and of the generated Stokes component. Hence, it 
is clear to begin with that SRE in an optical resonator 
may depend on whether its mirrors are transparent to 
the incident external ray or whether they form at this 
frequency an optical resonator in which the external 
ray excites natural oscillations. A theoretical investi
gation of the first of these cases for plane-parallel 
mirrors was offered by Alekseev and Sobel'man. [21 In 
this paper we treat the case when plane or spherical 
mirrors form an open optical resonator at the fre
quency of the exciting ray and at the Stokes frequency 
simultaneously, and the exciting ray is incident along 
the resonator axis onto one of the slightly transparent 
mirrors (e.g., interference filters). 

It is shown below that SRE under these conditions 
differs essentially from that considered in [21. It has 
characteristic features which may be of practical in
terest. We first derive a system of equations describ
ing the dynamics of the SRE process in the optical 
resonator and then analyze this system in the frame
work of oscillation theory. 
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1. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

Let an optical resonator containing a Raman-active 
substance be excited by an external monochromatic 
beam of a given intensity, so that this beam is incident 
along the axis of the resonator. We shall assume that 
a selection of axial modes has been established in the 
resonator (by a diaphragm or some other means), so 
that a sufficiently high Q is possessed only by those 
natural oscillations with the smallest transverse num
bers and differing only by the values of the axial in
dices. Accordingly, we shall consider below only these 
(axial) types of oscillation. If the reflection coefficients 
of the mirrors R1 and R2 are close to unity, the inter
val between adjacent eigenfrequencies of the axial 
modes will greatly exceed their frequency width asso
ciated with damping due to incomplete reflection from 
the mirrors and radiative losses. In this case the 
longitudinal monochromatic beam with a frequency near 
one of these eigenfrequencies of the resonator, ob
viously, will excite only the axial mode corresponding 
to this eigenfrequency. In other words, in the expansion 
of the electromagnetic field in the resonator over the 
modes, we may keep only the one whose natural fre
quency is close to the frequency of the exciting beam. 

The light waves at the frequency of the exciting beam 
may turn out to be sufficiently intense to evoke notice
able negative absorption at the first Stokes frequency. 
More accurately, negative absorption will arise not at 
a discrete frequency, but over the entire interval of 
frequencies determined by the width of the line of 
spontaneous Raman scattering. Thus, in the resonator 
all axial modes whose natural frequencies lie within 
the limits of the width of this line can arise. Depend
ing on the specific substance and the distance between 
the mirrors the number of such modes can run from 
one to several hundred. Therefore we shall consider 
the most general case, i.e., when an arbitrary number 
n of such eigenfrequencies of the resonator lies within 
the line width of spontaneous Raman scattering; accord
ingly, we shall take into account all the corresponding 
modes in the field expansion. 

We hasten to point out that if the oscillations at the 
first Stokes frequency are sufficiently intense, then 
obviously they can play the role of the exciting radia
tion with respect to the field of the second Stokes fre
quency, i.e., they can produce generation of the second 
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Stokes component. However, we shall assume that the 
reflection coefficient of the mirrors at this frequency 
is sufficiently small (easily accomplished practically, 
by using interference mirrors), or that an absorber at 
this frequency is introduced into the resonator. Then 
electromagnetic oscillations of the second Stokes com
ponent will not be excited. 

Thus we arrive at the following expression for the 
electromagnetic field in the resonator: 

" 
E = 0o(t)Eo(r) + ~ 0_,,(l)E-1,(r), (1) 

where E0 ( r) is an axial mode whose frequency is close 
to that of the exciting beam, E-1s(r) are axial modes 
with natural frequencies lying close to the first Stokes 
frequency W-1 = p- wr {p is the frequency of the 
external beam, wr is the frequency of a vibrational 
transition in the substance). The spectrum of the func
tion ;~ u( t) is centered near the frequency p; the spec
tra of all the functions i\'-1s( t) are centered in the 
neighborhood of frequency W-1· 

The first task is to find a closed system of equations 
that describe the variation of the quantities 00 and 
;~·-1S· This system must be determined from the equa
tions of the field in the resonator and from the material 
equation. The field equations may be written down in 
the form of the following system of ordinary differen
tial equations for the coefficients er7 (t) from the ex
pansion of this field over the modes E7 ( r ), H7 ( r) 
(see[ 3 ' 4 l ): 

(2) 

where 

. J I 1 ' .\, ,= -,- toE,2 dV = --1 rtH,2 dV; 
"' · 4n · 

P = P( r, t ), M = M( r, t) are the additional parts of the 
polarization and magnetization of the medium with 
respect to those basic parts which are taken into ac
count in the specification of the modes; w7 is the 
natural frequency belonging to the particular mode, 
Q7 is its quality factor; the subscript T in this case 
takes on values from 0 to -1s. In this case P = Pnl 
+ Pex and M = Mex, where Pnl is the nonlinear part 
of the polarization of the medium fillin~ the resonator, 
Pex = Re(Poe-pt) and Mex = Re(Moe-P ) are the 
given external polarization and magnetization, deter
mined by the exciting beam. 

The material equation for the medium, which is 
Raman-active, i.e., the equation for the nonlinear part 
of its polarization, has the form (see, for example, (l,sJ ): 

da 
l'ni == S.t d;E, 

1 da 
i' + 211.1: + w,'x =- ··-E'. 

m dx 
(3) 

The coordinate x describes the molecular vibration, 
a is the polarizability of this molecule for a given (in 
general, nonequilibrium) arrangement of the nuclei, 
m is the reduced mass, N is the density of molecules 
of the substance, 2h is the total width of the line of 
spontaneous Raman scattering ( 2h << wr ); the deriva
tive da/ dx is taken at the point x = 0 and is a con
stant coefficient. Below we shall assume that the 
medium is homogeneous, i.e., the quantity N does not 
depend on r. 

Substitute (1) into (3 ). The quantity E2 appearing in 
the right hand side of second equation in (3) is replaced 
by 

n 

2 ~6'o0-,,(EoE.,,). 

i.e., we leave out the nonresonant (with respect to the 
oscillator in the left member) terms 

0o2Eo2, ( ~ 0 _,,,E..,, r. 
.~=~1 

Then it is easily seen that the second of the equations 
in (3) is satisfied by 

n 

X=~ :r,(EoE-Js), (4) 
s=t 

where Xs ( t) are functions satisfying the equations 
.. ,,J. 2 _1da _ 
X, T _hx, + (1) 1 X, - m dx <f.$ -h, S -- 1, 2, . o o , no (5) 

Hence the second equation of system (3) may be re
placed by (4) and (5), in which the variables xs are 
functions of time only. Substituting now Eqs. (1) and 
(4) into the first of Eqs. (3), we find an expression for 
the polarization Pnl: 

Pni =N ~: { ~x,0o(EoE-,,)Eo+ i x,0_,,.(E0E_,,)E-,,} {6) 
8=1 8,8'=1 

which together with Eqs. (2) gives the following system 
of relations for f.\ 07 and xs: 

d~-- ~·>_{( ~· ~ ) (t)'t2 -ipl ) =N dx N, 4.!a,,,x,0u+ Ll b,,,.x,0_,,, +;v,· He(f,e ), {7 
>~=1 .~,>~=! 

where 
a,,.,= ~ (E,Eo) (E,E_,,)dF, IJ,,,,,=) (E,E_,,.) (E_,E0)dl", 

f,= ~ (P,E,-M,H,)dVO (8) 

We note that the integral in (8) for f7 will in fact be a 
surface integral. However, since specific values of f7 

are not necessary for what follows, we shall not write 
out the corresponding expressions in detail. 

Equation (7) can be simplified if we take into account 
the spatial structure of the modes under consideration. 
We take a system of coordinates the origin of which 
lies on the surface of one of the mirrors and the z 
axis coincides with the resonator axis. Then for plane
parallel mirrors the following equalities hold with suf
ficient accuracy (see [4 J ): 

{9) 

where L is the spacing between the mirrors, n is a 
large integer (in this case nr ;o! n7 for T ;o! r' ). Using 
(9) it is easy to show that as a result of integration 
over z in the expressions in (8) for a7,s and br,ss, 
part of the latter goes to zero. Only a-1s,s and bo,ss 
(s = 1, 2, ... ,n) are different from zero, and a-1s,s 
= bo,ss. It is also easy to show that for closely spaced 
spherical mirrors (confocal type) the situation is ana
logous: practically the only non-zero coefficients are 
a-1s,s = bo,ss· 

We now consider the term with coefficient f7 in the 
right hand side of Eq. (7 ). This term is harmonic with 
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frequency p close to frequency w 0 for any value of r. 
Thereby it is nonresonant with respect to the oscilla
tors in the left hand side of Eq. (7) that are obtained 
for r = -1s, and consequently, we keep such a term 
only for T = 0. 

As a result, Eqs. (7) and (5) give the following sys
tem of equations determining the time variation of <~u, 

;~·-1s, xs: 

·· Wo · da wo2 n Wo2 . 
0'o + -Q lfo + Wo20o = N --N- ~ a,,x,,lf-ts' +- Re(/oe-"''), 

0 dx 0 s'o=l No 
.. ro-ts . . da m2-ts 

0'-ts +(- 0-ts + W-t.'lf-ts =IV ·a·--"-a,x,0'o, 
)-is x. ~'-J.<; 

1 da 
x, + 2h:i, + w,'x, = -;;;~0o0'-1s· (10) 

Here as= a-1s,s = bo,ss; s = 1, 2, ... ,n. This non
linear system consists of 2n + 1 ordinary differential 
equations and describes the dynamics of the SRE pro
cess of interest to us under the given conditions. Our 
next task is to investigate the solutions of the system 
(1 0) that pertain to stationary field oscillations and 
their stability. 

2. STA'r!ONARY FIELD OSCILLATIONS 

In Eq. (10) we make the replacement of the independ
ent variable t = tjp, and for simplicity we write the 
dimensionless time t 1 again with the symbol t. Then 
these equations take the form 

io +0o = -(Qo2 -1)0o- 21-'oio + 4Qoyo ( ~ a,,x,,{!f_~<') + 2 Rc(Fe-u ). 
o'-1 

f5,,+Q,, 2<'t_1,=-2p 1,G_,,+4\L 1,y.,_,n,t,0'o, (11) 
.i' .• + 2pi, + Sl'.r .. = 4l]Q8o~-l•• 

where 
rot COr ro't h 

Q,=-p· Q=z;· I-tt= 2pQ,' 1-1=-p· 
N da Q, 1 da wo2 ) 

y, = -,-d -N , 11 = .,----,od-, F = ') 'N' fo. (12 
·I X t ,.mp •• X •. p o 

In all cases of practical interest, the system (11) is 
close to the conservative one having the general solu
tion 

lfo = 1/,Zexp {-it}+ C.C. 
@'_,, = 1/ 2 Y,exp{-iQ-t,t} +c.c. (13) 

:r, = 1/ 2X, exp{-i(i- Q_1,)t} + c.c. 

(1- !L1S ~ n, since 11- n-1S- n I:; J.l. « n). Hence 
for the solution of the problem we use the Van der Pol 
method, treating the constant quantities Z, Ys, Xs in 
(13) as "slowly changing amplitudes." Substituting (13) 
into (11) and averaging over the fast oscillations, we 
find equations for Z, Ys, Xs: 

where 

n 

Z =- (1-'o + iA 0)Z + iyo ~ a.,•X,.Y •. +iF, 
s'=l 

Y, = -Jl-~.Y, -1- iV-tsa,zx:, 
X,= -(1-' + iLLu)X, + iT)ZY;, 

L'.u = ~lo - 1, !'._,, = Q_1, + Q - 1. 

(14) 

(15) 

The principal advantage of this system of equations 
over the original one is that, because of (13), its equili
brium positions correspond to the stationary field 
oscillations we are interested in. Thus, the problem 
reduces to investigating the equilibrium states of (14) 
and their stabilities. First we transform (14) some
what. 

In the following we shall assume fulfillment of the 
following conditions, which are of practical interest, 

~lo, ~l-Is ,-z; jl, (16) 

which say that the width of the resonance curve of each 
of the considered modes of the resonator is consider
ably less than the line width of spontaneous Raman 
scattering. Since (in accordance with what was said 
above) we also suppose that It. 0 I ;::; J.l. 0 , it is easily 
seen that under these conditions (and not too large 
values of IF 1), Eq. (14) represents a problem of the 
type 

u=G(u,r), ~v=H(u,L·), (17) 

where u = { Z, Ys}, v = {Xs}, G- H, and f3 is a small 
parameter. It is known that the phase space in this 
case divides into regions of "fast" and "slow" 
motions. [aJ The fast motions are determined by the 
last n equations in (14) (in this it is necessary to 
formally set u = const). These equations represent a 
linear system with characteristic indices Ps = -J.L 
- it.-1s, i.e., RePs=- J.l. < 0. Consequently, whatever 
the initial conditions, the considered system will by 
fast motion arrive in the region of slow motions and 
will be found there for all subsequent time. Its equa
tions of motion in this region will be 

u = G(u. o), 0 = Ji(u, u). (18) 

Expressing v in terms of u and substituting this ex
pression into G( u, v ), we find 

i = -(po+ i.~o)Z -lJYu( 2; _a_''--[1".,,1') Z +iF, 
... ,P+t.\ t.· 

1\ = -P-t.sYs + TJV-lsas ·[Z['J'.,. 
ft-1.\ ,, 

(19) 

From the point of view of the initial physical system, 
these transformations express the fact that the possible 
rate of change of the amplitudes of the oscillations of 
field in the resonator is sufficiently small that at each 
moment a quasistationary response of polarization (3) 
can be established in the medium. Correspondingly, 
the equations in (9) describe only the changes of these 
amplitudes. 

Symbolizing Ws = I Ys 12, separating out the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex amplitude Z = Z1 + iZ2, 
and using (19 ), we arrive at the following system of 
equations for the quantities Z1, Z2, and Ws: 

Z1 = A 1(Z, z,, w,,), Z2 = A2 (Z~,Z2 , w.,.), 

(20) 
where 

.~'=1 

n 

A,= -L'.o(Zt- Z~1l ) - 1-to (Z,- Zol'l)- :?.: ( fl,,"Z, + p,/Z2) w,., 
,<;'=t 

B, = -2~-t-tsWs + 2Q_tsPs' (Zt2 + Z,') w,. (21) 

The quantities Z61 >, Z~2> and p~, p~ appearing in these 
equations are respectively the real and imaginary parts 
of the numbers Zo = Zl/> + iZb2>, Ps = p~ + p;,, and 

iF l])'oas 
Zo = p, = (TJvoa, > 0) (22) 

1-'o + iAo ' 1-1 + it._,, 
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the norm N7 for all modes is taken to be the same: N_ 1s 
= Nu, s = 1, 2, ... ,n). As is easily seen, the quantity 
Zo is the complex amplitude of those field oscillations 
which would be excited in the resonator by the external 
beam if oscillation at the Stokes frequency were ab
sent. Since I Zo 12 is proportional to the intensity of the 
external beam, we shall give the intensity of this beam 
by specifying values of I Zo 12. 

We now consider the equilibrium positions of the 
system (20 ). They are determined from the conditions 

A1 = 0, A, = 0, B, = 0. (23) 

All solutions of this system of algebraic equations are 
easily found. There are n + 1 of them. Below we shall 
indicate by a tilde the values of Z1, Z2, and ws that 
correspond to them. The first of the equilibrium 
states is specified by the equalities 

Z=Zo, w,=O (s=1,2, ... ,n). (24) 

SRE is obviously absent in the corresponding oscilla
tion regime. The remaining n equilibrium positions, 
distinguished by values of the index ?; = 1, 2, ... , n 
have the following form: 

w., = o for all s =1= ~. 

( W{; 2: 0 ). These states determine the possible station
ary regimes of SRE. It is interesting that in each of 
these states the value I Z I of the amplitude of field os
cillation in the resonator with the frequency of the 
exciting beam is independent of I Zu 12, i.e., on the in
tensity of the exciting beam. The second peculiarity of 
these states is that in the Stokes component of the field 
only one mode of the resonator is excited, and the am
plitudes of the remaining modes are equal to zero. 

3. STABILITY OF THE STATIONARY FIELD 
OSCILLATIONS 

Practically realizable stationary field oscillations 
in the initial physical system correspond only to stable 
equilibrium positions of the system (20 ). Hence we 
shall investigate below the stability of all the solutions 
obtained. 

As is well known, the stability of an equilibrium 
position is determined by the characteristic polynomial 
of the system of equations of the linear approximation 
for deviations from this position. The characteristic 
polynomial has the form 

D(i\) = IA-i\EI, (26) 
where 

(27) 

( s, s' = 1, 2, ... , n ). The partial derivatives in the 
matrix A must be taken at a point z,, Z2, Ws corre-

sponding to the equilibrium state being investigated. 
Since A is a matrix of ( n + 2 )-nd order, the character
istic polynomial has n + 2 roots A.k which determine 
the stability. 

Consider first the equilibrium position specified by 
Eq. (24). Substituting (24) into the matrix A and ex
panding the determinant in (26), we find the following 
expression for the polynomial D(;>..): 

(28) 

where 

A,= 2(Q_,,p/IZol 2 - fl-ts). (29) 

Below we shall attach the index ?:o to that one of the 
modes E-1s for which the ratio JJ.-Is/0-,sP~ is a 
minimum (the value of p~ is always positive). It fol
lows from (28) and (29) that the investigated equilibrium 
state is stable for I Zu 12 < I Zo lfhr and unstable for 
I Zo 12 > IZo lfhr• where 

Therefore, SRE should arise in the resonator when 
I Zu 12 > I Zo lthr· 

(30) 

We now consider the stability of each of the station
ary regimes of oscillation specified by (25 ). It can be 
shown that the characteristic polynomial for the corre
sponding equilibrium states has the form 

D(il.)= -D,(i\) rl' (A~t> -/.), (31) 
.s=t 

where 
A~'>= 2(Q_,,p/IZd'- ,~.-,) 

Dc(i\) = il.3 +2q,il.2 + [q,'+q•'+4Q_,,(pc')'wdZd']il. 

+ 4Q_,,pb'(q,p,' + q,p,")wdZd', 

qt = f.lo + Pt'wc, q, = L'io + Pt"w,. (32) 

The prime in Eq. (31) means that the index s runs 
through all values except s = ?;. 

It is easy to see that all the considered equilibrium 
states obtained for ?; ;.o ?;0 are unstable. The stability 
of the equilibrium states obtained for ?; = ?;0 , on the 
other hand, is determined by the roots ;>..1,2,3 of the 
polynomial D?; 0 (A.). To investigate the roots of this 
polynomial one can use the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, 
which leads to the following conditions for stability: 

q, (q,' + q,') + 2~L,t.P:o'w-.1Zc,l'(q,p,,'- q,p,,") > 0. (33) 

With the aid of (33) it is easy to show that if the inequal
ities 

(34) 

are fulfilled then the given equilibrium state is always 
stable. Note that the inequalities in (34) mean: the 
natural frequency of the mode with index ?:o does not 
stand farther away from the center of the line of spon
taneous Raman scattering than the halfwidth of this 
line; the frequency of the external exciting beam does 
not stand farther away from the position of the maxi
mum of the resonance curve of the nearest axial mode 
than its half-width. Obviously, the conditions (34) are 
of the most practical interest. We also note that under 
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these conditions the stationary regime of SRE itself 
{specified by (2 5) for t = t 0 ) exists only for values of 
I Zo 12 that exceed I Zo lfhr· Then, as I Zo 12 increases, 
the value of w~; 0 increases monotonically (from zero), 
whereas the value of I Z 12 remains constant (see 
figure). 

Thus, the analysis carried out above permits an 
elucidation of the following features of SRE under the 
conditions considered. With respect to the exciting 
radiation, the possibility of an ideal limitation to the 
intensity of its forward portion is clarified; with re
spect to the Stokes component-the existence of a stable 
generation regime in one mode of the resonator. It is 
also possible to show that with respect to the back
reflected portion of the exciting beam the considered 
system represents a "nonlinear mirror," the reflec
tion coefficient of which increases with increasing in
cident intensity. 

We have assumed above that the intensity of the 
exciting beam, as well as the phase of the complex 
amplitude determined by it, is constant in time. It is 
clear that for a slow (with respect to the characteris
tic times for establishment of a stationary regime) 
change of these quantities the solution will be quasi
stationary, i.e., it will be determined by Eqs. (24) and 
(25) (with the results of the stability investigation 
taken into account). The characteristic times for the 
establishment of a stationary regime are determined 
by the roots of tJ· J polynomial (31 ). Depending on the 
parameters of t ,e resonator and the substance filling 
it, these times .an vary over wide limits. In particu
lar, they cannot exceed 10-10 sec. In this case a 
quasistationary regime will be observed for pulses of 
the exciting radiation of length 10-9 sec and greater. 
In general, we see that the establishment times deter
mined by the roots of the polynomial D!;0 ( >.. ) are of 
order ( JJ. oP r1, ( JJ. -1/; p t 1 , and the establishment time 
for the function Z i~ determined solely by these roots. 
The characteristic times determined by the remaining 
roots A~&o) can also be of this same order. However, 

from (32) for A~!.o) it is easily seen that this will be 

only in case not more than two or three eigenfrequen
cies of the resonator lie with the line width of spon
taneous Raman scattering. For a larger number of 
such eigenfrequencies tq!= characteristic times deter
mined by the roots of A~!.o) markedly increase, and 
then it is just these that superpose the limitation to the 

allowable (for quasistationary regime) pulse length of 
the exciting radiation. We also note that if the arrange
ment of eigenfrequencies of the resonator relative to 
the center of the line of spontaneous Raman scattering 
is symmetrical, the Q's of the modes corresponding 
to them are the same, and there is no eigenfrequency 
at the center of the line, then the establishment time 
of the stationary regime is infinite irrespective of the 
number of eigenfrequencies that occur within the line 
width of spontaneous Raman scattering. 

In conclusion we remark that if the inequalities in 
(34) are not fulfilled, then the stationary regime speci
fied by (2 5) (for !; = /;0 ) can be unstable in certain cases. 
For example, under the condition 

Pto'J.Io + p~,"Ao < 0, (35) 

when w~;0 can be double-valued, the equilibrium state 
corresponding to the minus sign before the square root 
in Eq. (25) is always unstable, whereas the plus sign 
makes the state stable. Then with respect to the Stokes 
component we obtain the typical pattern of stable self
excitation. 

There is also a relation connecting the parameters 
of this system for which Eq. (25) for wbo is single-

valued and at the same time in a certain finite interval 
of values of I Zo 12 belonging to the region I Zo 12 

> I Zo lthr• the corresponding equilibrium state is un
stable. In this interval not one of the stationary regimes 
of oscillation specified by Eqs. (24) and (2 5) is stable. 
Evidently, pulsations in the intensity of the Stokes 
component will arise in this case. 
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